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Super-Recursive Algorithms (Monographs in Computer Science)Springer, 2004

	
		This book introduces the new realm of superrecursive algorithms and the development
	
		of mathematical models for them. Although many still believe that only recursive
	
		algorithms exist and that only some of them are realizable, there are many
	
		situations in which people actually work with superrecursive algorithms....
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Outstanding!: 47 Ways to Make Your Organization ExceptionalPutnam Adult, 2010

	
		"Outstanding! hits the nail on the head in every way: Practical content, terrific stories, and an easy read. Miller has provided a road map for organizations to become exceptional--just follow the path laid out. Definitely a must read!"

	--Dave Ramsey, author of Total Money Makeover and host...
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Frommer's San Francisco 2011 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	In a city where fog lovers, strippers, and people with short attention spans all lay claim to their own fi lm festivals, and where starting your day with a potent Irish coffee is not considered anything out of the ordinary, it’s pretty much guaranteed you’ll have a great time. Where else in the world is it considered good, clean...
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Eureka!: Physics of Particles, Matter and the UniverseInstitute of Physics Publishing, 1997
"... a concise, authoritative, well written review of physics, in all of its branches from Newton to Hawking ... has a truly excellent glossary ..."  -- Australian & New Zealand Physicist

"... sets out the basic ideas of physics in a readable style which will commend itself to the general reader, high-school...
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101 Spy Gadgets for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2006
101 SPY DEVICES FOR SERIOUS SNOOPING
  This book offers an amazingly awesome and complete collection of professional spy tools that you can build yourself. You can build any project in this thrilling arsenal of spy devices for $30 or less! Not only that, even total beginners to electronics can construct these mind-boggling...
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App Inventor: Create Your Own Android AppsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		You’re on your regular running route, just jogging along, and an idea for the next killer mobile app hits you. All the way home, you don’t even care what your time is, all you can think about is getting your idea out there. But how exactly do you do that? You’re no programmer, and that would take years, and time is...
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Cisco Unity Connection (Networking Technology: IP Communications)Cisco Press, 2011

	This book, Cisco Unity Connection, by Dave Schulz, hits the bull’s-eye of its intended
	topic: Cisco Unity Connection. This book zeroes in on the target with clarity and depth.
	Anyone that uses or considers using the Cisco Unity Connection product needs a copy
	of this book to read when planning a deployment, administering the...
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Breakthrough!: A 7-Step System for Developing Unexpected and Profitable IdeasAMACOM, 2010

	Consider some big ideas that have become business and cultural phenomena: how Starbucks transformed a declining coffee market by combining an experience destination with a premium product. Or how the established notion that "dolls are for girls" was shattered by a toy line called G.I. Joe. Most people mistakenly think breakthrough...
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iPhone: The Missing Manual: Covers the iPhone 3GPogue Press, 2008

	In the first year of the iPhone’s existence, Apple sold 6 million of them; brought the thing to 70 countries; and inspired an industry of misbegotten iPhone lookalikes from other companies. By the end of Year One, you could type iPhone into Google and get 229 million hits.

	

	Now there’s a new iPhone, the iPhone 3G....
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Business Continuity Management: Building an Effective Incident Management PlanJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Whether an international corporation or a small business, developing and utilizing


	a Business Continuity Management (BCM) Plan protects companies and

	their personnel, facilities, materials, and activities from the broad spectrum of risks

	that face businesses and government agencies on a daily basis, whether at home or...
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What to Do When Things Go Wrong: A Five-Step Guide to Planning for and Surviving the Inevitable?And Coming Out AheadMcGraw-Hill, 2019

	
		
			Manage every business problem like you were born for it?from a problem customer to a career-threatening crisis

		


		
			It’s not being negative or pessimistic to assume that something will always go wrong in business and in your career. It’s being realistic. What you do when crisis...
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Frommer's Boston 2011 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	Over the past 25 years, downtown Boston has changed in some significant way almost daily. A construction boom touched every corner of the city and transformed the South Boston waterfront. New hotels sprouted, in both custom-built structures and thoughtful transformations of historic buildings. And most important, a gargantuan construction...
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